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Managing Versions
The version management functional area, in particular, is an important feature in MDS due to
compliance and reconciliation issues between disparate systems. Versions allow the preservation
of a snapshot of the data at a point in time. Versions also support subscribing systems requiring
different past, present or future iterations of a common set of data. Each version also captures
the change transactions to show how a version has arrived at its current state since being copied
from its source version.
In Master Data Services, regardless of how you make a change – imported data, drag/drop,
manual entry, a single change to one attribute of one member, or mass changes to thousands of
members at once – Master Data Services treats every individual change as a transaction. Similar
to a journal entry in a general ledger, every data change is recorded, capturing who performed
the transaction and when it took place. The granularity of this transaction approach provides two
key benefits: accountability for individual changes and compliance with the most stringent
reporting standards, like Sarbanes-Oxley.

Within the version management functional area, users can:


Manage versions and flags



Validate versions



Review transactions



Review validation issues
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Version Control Model

Status – Open:


An administrator copies a prior version to start a new version and ―open‖ it for
modifications.



Any end-user (with appropriate security) is able to update and modify the version as
permitted.

Status – Locked:


Once modifications to a model's data are completed, the administrator can ―lock‖ the
version to restrict further modifications.



Only Model Administrators can make changes to a locked version. Model Administrators
have update permission assigned at the Model level.



An administrator can unlock versions to allow end-users back into the version for
collaborative modification and issue resolution.



For each model, the version lifecycle is based on data periodicity, reporting cycles, fiscal
calendar, and reporting requirements.
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Validate Version:


An open or locked version can be ―validated‖ to make sure that it is complete and
complies with business rules.



Master Data Services validates for incomplete mandatory fields/attributes and business
rule compliance.



Many of the business rules are applied as data is edited and as end-users click the Apply
Business Rules button to check their edits; however, version validation provides a final
check prior to committing.



A version must be valid before it can be ―committed.‖

Status – Committed:


When the model data is ready for use by subscribing systems, the administrator
―commits‖ the version.


There are occasions when this strict commit rule is essential to a business process and
others when it might be too restrictive.



API calls and queries from custom built applications may also waive this rule
although the reliability of data that has been validated should always be sought in
preference to non-validated data.



Committed versions cannot be modified by anyone.



Committed versions can be copied to make new open versions.



System Settings provides an option to allow non-committed versions to be copied.

Custom Flags:


Customized flags are created to identify versions for export to subscribing systems to suit
specific business requirements and processes.



Versions can be flagged with customized names (e.g., current, draft, prior, etc.) to denote
which version is intended for subscribing systems.



Each flag may only be assigned to one version at any given time.



An administrator specifies whether or not a flag can only be applied to a committed
version.



Version flags tend to simplify export since version names and numbers do not have to be
remembered and updated as models evolve.
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Flags provide a very valuable 2nd step after successfully committing a version to
―pull the trigger‖ and propagate/publish the version. It also provides a quick way to
retrieve a valid and committed data set.



Best Practice: Always use flags instead of version numbers for integration.

Versions can be
locked and unlocked
as often as required.
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Open and locked versions
can be validated as often
as required.

A version can only be
committed if valid.
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Accessing Version Management
Click on Version Management on the main menu to access the versioning functionality.

Remember this function must be granted to users or groups through the User and Group
Permissions functional area. Within Version Management, users will only be shown models for
which they are a model administrator.
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Manage Versions Screen
The Manage Versions screen provides a Model drop-down box to select the desired model to
manage. Versions are unique to individual models. Once a Model is selected, the list of versions
is populated and available for management.

Clicking on a row in the grid enables the edit buttons to manage the version. Depending on the
version status, the following functions are available:

Copy selected version =
Lock selected version =
Unlock selected version =
View version ancestry =
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Walk-through: Managing the Version Lifecycle
Lock/Unlock a Version
To lock a version, select the desired model from the Model drop-down menu. This example uses
the Product model.

Select an open (unlocked) version to lock. Use the Lock

button to lock the version.

Note: Depending on the status of a version, different edit options will be available.

Click OK to confirm the action.

Now the version has a locked status noted in the version list.

Unlocking
a version is similar to locking a version; just make sure to select a locked
version in order to ―reopen‖ it.
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Version Ancestry
As versions increase and branching occurs to support scenarios, the version ancestry function is
very helpful to determining the full ancestry of any given version.

Select the desired version from the version list and click the View version ancestry

button.

The Version Ancestry pop-up window displays ancestry details such as generation number,
version number, version name and version status.
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Managing the Version Lifecycle
Make Changes to an Open Version
While a version is open, users may update its data. Select an open version (or unlock a locked
version).

After selecting an open version, go to the Explorer functional area to:


Add/delete new members



Add/delete/change attribute values



Rearrange hierarchy elements.

If notifications are configured, end-users with access to this model will receive email
notifications as the version is locked and unlocked.

Note:

Locked versions only allow Model Administrators to edit data; other users may only
read the data while the version is locked.

Locked Versions
An administrator may lock a version to prevent further data updates by end-users.

The main reasons for locking are:
(i) to prevent any further changes during a period of supervisory review and/or validation
--or-(ii) to make a whole series of important changes without the possibility of users making
conflicting changes at the same time.
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Validate a Locked Version
In preparation:
There is a good chance you have cleaned data in earlier exercises. If all versions are Validated,
you will need to Explore an open version and change a few leaf members so their Color is Null
or add a couple of leaf nodes without setting Color. If a version is listed as Not Validated then
further changes aren’t necessary. (It is also necessary that a business rule is active in which the
Color attribute is mandatory.)

In Version Management, go to the Validate Version page.

Master Data Services allows validation of an open version. As a best practice, lock
Note: the version before validating. This avoids user updates and potential changes in
member validation status concurrent with the validation process.

Select the Model and Version to be validated.
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Click the Validate version

Tip:

Note:

button.

Validation is an asynchronous process which means:

You can validate multiple versions in different models at the same time (although it
will eventually affect server performance).

Validation Issues
After validating a version, if there are any validation issues within the version, the data is
displayed in a table in the Validate Version screen.

To correct validation issues, select an issue from the table. Notice that the Go to validation issue
button becomes active at the top of the screen.
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Click on the Go to validation issue
button. This immediately directs you to the Edit
Member screen with the all the validation issues of the member displayed. Once all validation
issues are addressed, return

to the Validate Version screen.

The Validation Issues page, combined with
buttons, provides a great way to iterate
through and fix a short list of issues. In larger models with many users collaborating, you will
likely rely on notifications. Once notified of errors, users can address issues in Explorer or view
their own personal Validation Issues list through Explorer.

Note:

Importing data from other systems might fix validation issues if the imported data
includes required attributes or other data that previously failed validation.

Validate and Commit a Version
Once all validation issues have been resolved, validate the version again to ensure all members
are now valid. Either check the Manage Versions screen for validation status:

--or--

On the Validate Version screen, look for the Commit version
must be validated in order to commit.
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button to appear; versions
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Click the Commit version button and OK. The version is now committed. Once completed, you
may create a new version to make further changes.

Copy a Version
Once committed, a version may be copied in order to make further changes. To copy a
committed version, navigate to the Manage Versions screen.

Click on the committed version to copy. (By default, only committed versions can be copied, but
an administrator can adjust system settings in Configuration Manager to copy versions with any
status.)

Select the Copy selected version
purpose of the version.

button. Change the Name and Description to reflect the

Best practices:


Rename versions based on purpose



Keep Names and Descriptions to a standard format for each model (preferably across all
models)



Embed detail of model periodicity in the Name and Description.
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Walk-through: Working with Versions
Create a Custom Flag
Navigate to Manage Flags in the Version Management functional area.

Flags are unique to each model to provide flexibility. Select a Model to view the associated flags.

Only administrators can edit the flag Name and Description fields. When naming, try to
standardize common flags across Models, as well as those specific to single models.

Make sure to solicit input from business functions. For example, Finance usually has very
specific requirements to support a fiscal calendar as well as needs for integration.

Tip:
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External systems use flags for integration—think carefully about flag names and do
not change flag names once in production.
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To create a new flag, click on the Add flag

button.

Fill in the Name and Description and determine whether the flag necessitates that a version is
committed or not:


Keep flag names short and easy to comprehend



Decide on a standard nomenclature and format as these will likely be embedded in SQL
queries and programs

Examples of good flag names:
Published

Year_End

Prior_Period

ForecastPeriod

Examples of bad flag names:
published and ready for use

last night’s version

John’s version

Remember to Save.

There is a delete flag
option, but remember this can have repercussions for downstream
integration processes and applications that may use the flag to drive process.

Note: Master Data Services will not allow deletion of a flag that is currently in use.

Return to the Manage Versions screen and apply the flag to a version.
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Review Transactions
All additions, updates, deletions (any data change that takes place within MDS – whether
through manual edits, automated business rules, or through the Web Services API) are recorded
in the transactions list. All transactions are available for review, annotation and reversal through
the Version Management functional area. To review any action that has taken place within the
system, select Review > Transactions from the Version Management navigation menu.

Select the desired Model and Version for review.

Transaction details are provided for the specified Model and Version – details include prior vs.
new values, when the change was made, and who made the change.

Transactions can be exported to Excel
for further analysis. Filtering criteria can be used to
find specific transactions pertaining to a desired model and version.

Note: Only 10,000 transactions can be exported at a time.
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Transaction Annotation
When viewing the list of transactions, select a transaction to annotate it.

Scroll down to see/edit a transaction annotation for the specific transaction. Save any edits.

Annotations are logged along with date, time and user details.
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Reversing Transactions
When viewing the list of transactions, select any one transaction for reversal, reinstating the
previous value.

Click the Reverse Transaction
of the selected transaction.

Note:
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button to create a new transaction which reverses the effect

Best practice for any transactional system is to never delete a transaction, but
instead create a new transaction to cancel the effect of a previous transaction.
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Student Exercises
Exercise 1: Lock/Unlock a Version
Locking a version is performed in the Version Management functional area, on the Manage
Versions screen. Once an open version has been modified by users, an administrator will lock the
version. Locking the version allows a Model Administrator (a user with model-level Update
permission) to audit and validate it, and then either open it back up for collaborative modification
and issue resolution or commit it to record.

1. To lock a version, click on the Version Management button from the home page
(permissions must be granted to access Version Management).

2. Select the desired model from the Model drop-down menu. For this example, you will
continue to work with the Product model.
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3. Select an open (unlocked) version that you want to lock. When the version is selected,
action buttons appear above the table.

4. Use the Lock

button to lock a previously unlocked version.

5. Click OK to lock the version.

6. The version is now locked. It is now available for validation or unlocking for further
edits. Locked versions only allow Model Administrators to edit data; other users are
limited to Read-only while the version is locked.

7. To unlock a locked version, select the desired locked version. Click the Unlock
button. The version is now open. End-users with the appropriate security can make edits
and updates to the version. They will be able to do so until the version is locked once
again.
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Exercise 2: Validate a Locked Version
Versions are validated to ensure compliance with business rules. To validate a version, it is a
good practice to make sure it is first locked (although you may validate an open version). This
avoids user updates and potential changes in member validation status concurrent with the
validation process.

To proceed with this exercise, you will need to make sure that some members are invalid. There
should be an active rule stating that Color is mandatory for all products. Go into an open version
of the product model and set the Color attribute of a few bikes to ―null.‖

Now that some data has been altered (and conflicts with business rules), return to the Version
Management functional area and lock the version (follow the steps in Exercise 1).

The version is now ready for validation.
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1. In Version Management go to the Validate Version page.

2. Select the model and version number for validation.

3. Click the Validate version

Tip:

Note:

button.

Validation is an asynchronous process which means:

You can validate multiple versions in different models at the same time (although it
will eventually affect server performance).

RESULTS
If there were any validation issues within the version, the data is displayed in a table in the
Validate Version screen.
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Exercise 3: Correcting Validation Issues
Correct any items in the Validation Issues table that need to be resolved. Validation issues can be
addressed from the Entity Explorer, the Hierarchy Explorer, via email notifications and from the
Validation Issues screen within the Version Management functional area. The latter is the most
productive means for addressing many issues in one session.

1. From within the Version Management functional area, navigate to the Validation Issues
screen using the Review navigation menu option.

2. Select a validation issue so that the Go to validation issue button appears above the table.

3. Click on the Go to validation issue
button to go directly to the Edit Member screen
with the all the validation issues of the member displayed.
4. Edit as many items as necessary to address all validation issues for the member.

5. Return to the Validate Version page

.

6. Iterate through short lists of issues with steps 3-5. For larger models with many
collaborative users, you can rely on the MDS notification engine to alert users of issues
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where they are responsible; users can access these issues directly from the email links or
through their personal Validation Issues list in Explorer.

Note:
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Importing data from other systems might fix validation issues if the imported data
includes required attributes or other data that previously failed validation.
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Exercise 4: Validate and Commit a Version
Before a version can be committed, the version must be validated and all validation issues must
be addressed. Only completed, valid versions can be committed.

To ensure your version has been validated, either:
Check the Manage Versions screen for a validation status.

--or-On the Validate Version screen, look for the Commit version
must be valid in order to be committed).

button to appear (versions

Since all validation issues have been resolved (per the previous exercise), commit the version.

1. Navigate to the Validate Version screen and select the desired model and version.

2. Click the Commit version
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button.
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3. The version has been committed successfully.

Note:
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This is now an official version of record, in full accordance with business rules. To
make further adjustments to this version, it must first be copied into a new version.
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Exercise 5: Copy a Version
A committed version must be copied in order to apply further changes to the data. By adjusting a
system setting, model administrators can specify if only committed versions can be copied, or if
versions with any status are available for copying.

1. To copy a version, navigate to the Manage Versions screen in the Version Management
functional area. Click on the version that you want to copy. Remember, by default, only
committed versions can be copied; however, administrators can change system defaults in
System Settings to allow for any version to be copied.

2. Once the selected version is highlighted, click on the Copy selected version
located above the table.

button

3. Confirm that you want to copy the version.

4. Double-click in the table columns to update the Name and Description fields to reflect the
purpose of the new version.

Tip:

Be sure to: (i) rename version to purpose immediately, (ii) keep Names and
Descriptions to a standard for at least each model, preferably across all models, (iii)
embed detail of model periodicity in the Name and Description.
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Exercise 6: Create a Flag
This task is performed in the Version Management functional area on the Manage Flags screen.
An administrator flags versions in order to easily retrieve specific versions during export for use
in subscribing systems. Version flags tend to simplify export since version names and numbers
do not have to be remembered and updated as models evolve. Version flags can be customized to
suit specific business requirements and processes.

Note: Version flags are model specific.

1. Navigate to the Manage Flags screen within the Version Management functional area.

2. Select the model you would like to work with from the drop-down menu.

3. Here you can edit an existing flag’s name, description and if the flag can only be used by
a committed version. Double-click in a field to edit.
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4. To create a new flag, click the Add flag

button.

5. Fill in the appropriate Name and Description and determine whether the flag necessitates
that a version is committed or not. An administrator, for example, may elect to create a
―Current Products‖ flag to denote the validated and published product version that is
officially available to subscribing systems. In such an instance, the Committed Versions
Only field should be set to True to ensure that only valid and committed product versions
can be associated with the ―Current Products‖ custom flag.
6. Click Save.

There is a Delete flag
button, but remember this can have repercussions for
Note: downstream integration processes and applications that may use the flag. Master
Data Services will not allow deletion of a flag that is currently in use.

RESULTS
Once you have created the new flag, return to the Manage Versions screen to apply the flag to a
version. Select the version to be flagged and double-click in the flag field to reveal a drop-down
menu that displays the model’s flags. Select the desired flag.
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Exercise 7: Review Transactions
Master Data Services provides an administrative user with the ability to review every transaction
that has occurred within a version.

1. To review transactions, click on the Review > Transactions menu option within the
Version Management functional area.

2. Select a model and a version to review.

3. All transactions in the selected version are listed.

You can filter on any criteria within the transaction table in order to find the desired
Note: transaction.
You can also export the transaction table to Excel for further analysis.
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Exercise 8: Transaction Annotation
1. When viewing the list of transactions, select any one transaction to add an annotation
describing or related to the transaction.

2. Scroll down to add a Transaction Annotation for the specific transaction.

3. Remember to Save

.

4. All annotations are logged along with date, time and user details.
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Exercise 9: Reverse Transactions
1. When viewing the list of transactions, select any one transaction to reverse.

2. Click the Reverse Transaction
button to create a new transaction which reverses the
effect of the selected transaction. The prior value as denoted in the transaction log is
reinstated.
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